Defeat happe s o ly to those who stop fighti g : Protest a d the De ocratic "tate i
Introduction
In her book about the production of political apathy in everyday life, Nina Eliasoph (1998) found that political ideas circulated in just the opposite way from what was postulated by scholars writing about the public sphere. In other words, it was only backstage that it was possible to hear conversations about national politics, justice or public goods. Eliasoph called this tendency the cycle of political evaporation (1998: 255) . In the cycle of political evaporation, the more public the context of conversations, the more people express opinions and grievances pertaining only to their small world or to their communities. As politics and political life are unavoidable for all of us as citizens, Nina Eliasoph concludes that political apathy requires a specific production logic and derives always from personal and collective activities such as, for example, the definition of very specific contexts where dissent and critique are possible. Her argument is that, in the name of a mythical community, people avoid public expressions of opinion against the general consensus.
Co t a to Ni a Eliasoph s fi di gs, I ill a gue that i Po tuguese so iet politi al life
and political activities exacerbate passions and produce complex public spheres where contradictory voices, discourses and identities intersect. Instead of an evaporation cycle we have political effervescence cycles that structure social relations, frame friendships, mould  Adapted from article published in RCCS 72 (October 2005) . 62 family networks and profoundly shape people s dail li es. Thus, i this a ti le I seek to understand how citizenship is built by looking at of a locality strongly marked by collective mobilisation. This case study allows us to analyse the dynamics of intersection of the local community with the control and power logics of the Portuguese central state.
Two episodes will be used to illustrate the struggle of a local movement to gain the status of municipality for Canas de Senhorim, a struggle that has been going on since the Revolution of 1974. 1 The first episode has to do with the voting of a bill in Parliament that would grant the locality such status, and its subsequent veto by the President of the Republic. I will show how the political elites and the media commentators tried to normalise, politically and discursively, local demands and struggles. 2 This was achieved by using technical and administrative arguments and by applying a rational logic to territorial planning. In addition, local actions were devalued and labelled as extremist and irrational.
Such labelling is generally used to justify the rightfulness of elite views and to exclude common citizens from the public sphere.
The other episode is related to the shipping of some tons of depleted uranium that were deposited in the locality, extracted from the mines in the region in the 1980s. This episode allows us to see how the Portuguese State, based on the rule of law, employs sheer force and the judicial apparatus to control and repress local initiatives.
Drawing on direct observation and informal conversations with participants of the local movement, I seek to show how the political is produced in everyday life, how the local inhabitants mobilise politically and how they interpret State practices. I also seek to analyse the complex production of personal and collective identities.
Protest actions, localism and political participation
To analyse the spatial anchoring of the local movement and to discuss the question of lo alis I d a o Joh Ag e s stud o the ole of lo alism in Italian politics (2002) , rather than on the classical contributions from community studies. 3 Agnew proposes a multiscale concept of place that provides a better understanding of the spatial dimension of political processes (2002: 216-220) . People produce the places they live in through active socialisation, by constructing identities and mobilising social and political interests.
The networks in which people are embedded always have a territorial grounding. Place, for
Agnew, should be seen as topological space crossed by different scales and crystallising different historical contingencies. It follows that political action can only emerge from within concrete life contexts, delimited by very specific historical and geographical markers. To conceptualise the role of places in the production of political practices and representations is to take into account the emergence of a multiplicity of identities that coexist in a contradictory way and that take root in and project themselves onto territories with variable configurations. The theoretical challenge is to understand the regime of collective action that structures and frames these territorial configurations. Since local or personal ties constitute the basis of what Laurent Thévenot (1999) called proximity regimes or proximate politics, they deserve closer attention. However, the workings and the constraints of these proximity regimes are ot ell k o gi e so ial s ie tists ge e al o de atio , f o a i i sta dpoi t, of personal ties of dependence, which are usually labelled as nepotism, favouritism, caciquism, caesarism and paternalism. The analysis of proximity regimes should focus on their ability and potential to develop and to rise to the general category of the political with civic relevance. Collective and public involvement implies the transformation of personal and localised concerns, deceptions, and problems into public issues.
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In conceptualising the relationship between democracy and protest actions, it is important to distinguish, as proposed by Jacques Rancière, the notion of politics from that of 3 For a review of community studies, see Liepins (2000) ; for a comprehensive critique of community theories, see Estanque (2000: 40-67) ; for an anthropological analysis of the territorial anchoring of identities in Portugal, see Silvano (1997) . 4 For a discussion of the complexity of identity issues, see Mendes (2001) . 5 In an article on globalisation and social movements, François Dubet shows the increasing importance of self politics, recognition and private life in the political arena (2004: 703) .
police order. Police order, for Rancière, is an organisation of spaces with no void and no supplement: society is made up of rigid and clear functions, places and ways of being that constitute all that it is possible to imagine.
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The essence of politics, on the other hand, for Rancière, is dissensus, the manifestation of a rupture in the way of being in the world. Political demonstrations are always sporadic and their subjects always precarious. Politics resides in the dissenting modes of subjectivation that express the difference between society and its members. Politics is not defined by any entity that precedes it. It is, on the contrary, the political relation that makes the political subject thinkable. Politics consists in transforming the space of circulation defined by the police into a space of demonstration for a political subject. Taking equality as the only political universal, Rancière argues that real participation is the invention of the unpredictable subject that occupies the street, of the movement that arises from nothing but democracy itself. Taking to the streets and demonstrating are indicators of community and agency.
In a similar argument, Andrew Barry, in his study of protest movements against the construction of new roads in the United Kingdom, suggests that the analysis of those protests as political events should pay close attention to the protest actions themselves, rather than postulate underlying political identities, ideologies or social movements (2001: 175-196) . Barry establishes an interesting analogy between scientific demonstrations and political demonstrations, since as much work is needed to turn something into an object of scientific knowledge in a laboratory as it is to turn an object into a political object and to create specific sites where political action can take place.
For this author, an action is political to the extent that it opens up new sites for, and creates new objects of, contestation. Centre-Popular Party), BE (Left-Wing Bloc) and PCP (Communist Party). He also told the audience that the President had made an appeal for the re-establishment of order, and had suggested that the approaching political period might be favourable to their demands.
Many were reluctant to accept this change of strategy and insisted on radicalising their struggle until Canas was reinstated as a municipality, but the leader of the movement argued that voting was also a weapon of struggle. He went on to say that the boycott continued in Canas, since there was no electoral campaigning or political propaganda in the parish, which was interdicted to politicians unless they were expressly invited. 9 According to Luís Pinheiro, voting was a way of responding to the appeals of district and national political authorities and could be strategically used in the struggle of the Movement. Following this argument for institutional normalisation, he also emphasised the need to re-establish the legal functioning of the parish council. 10 Strategically, he argued that the Movement was a popular expression that was distinct from the parish council, given that the latter had a legal status and institutional legitimacy. However, the council and the people should act together as a form of pressure on the government. 
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The institutionalisation strategy of the movement would be strengthened with the constitution of a single list for the local elections that took place in July 28 of the same year.
The institutionalisation of the local struggle led the Movement to normalise its political activity, thus suspending all street actions and demonstrations.
One year later, on 12 June 2003, PSD presented a proposal to change the national law that defined the general conditions for the creation of municipalities (Bill no. 310/IX/1).
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This bill provided for exceptional cases, which required a general consensus and a qualified majority in Parliament or a favourable vote on the part of the local authorities involved. In its first formulation, due to the opposition of the Socialist Party (PS) to the specific case of 9 In addition to PSD, the Popular Party and the Communist Party would also hold meetings in the parish. 10 The local parish council had been operating as an administrative committee since its dissolution in January 1999. 11 The movement's leader was officially affiliated with PSD. 12 On 11 June 2002, the Left-Wing Bloc (BE) also presented a bill to the same effect. 13 This law (no. 87/1989, of September 9) established the geographical, demographic, infrastructural, electoral and institutional conditions to create municipalities. In a small country like Portugal, few localities meet the established criteria, and given the long tradition of centralisation, the creation of municipalities is a controversial issue. Since 1974, only four new municipalities have been created: Amadora, Odivelas, Trofa and Vizela. The first two are large peripheral localities of the metropolitan area of Lisbon and their creation was consensual. But the other two only became municipalities after fierce political debates and violent protests, especially in Vizela.
Canas de Senhorim, only the possibility of creating a new municipality in Fátima was politically consensual.
14 Political dispute within and between parties about amendments to the national law was fierce from the beginning. As the report of the parliamentary committee on Local Government, Territorial Planning and Environment shows, PS and PCP voted favourably a resolution that stated that the PSD bill was unconstitutional. However, and almost paradoxically, PS would also vote with the governmental parties (PSD and CDS-PP) in favour of the discussion of the same bill in the parliamentary plenary session.
On the first day of the plenary debate, on 12 June 2003, PSD would present a version of the proposed amendments to the national law that was different from the one that had been discussed and voted in the parliamentary committee. This new version eliminated the rule of qualified majority voting. 15 The parliamentary debate was marked by procedural questions and reservations about this new revised version, and all the opposition parties were against it. Even inside the Cabinet of Prime-Minister Durão Barroso, and within his own political party, PSD, there were divisions on this issue. Journalist Helena Pereira, of the national newspaper Público, in a a ti le sig ifi a tl e titled Ca as de "e ho i e a asses the go e e t, epo ted that although it had ee a ele to al p o ise, the granting of the status of municipality to Canas had the opposition of the PSD standing committee and of many of the Cabinet ministers (June 21, 2003) .
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The conference of parliamentary party leaders scheduled the discussion and voting of the cases of Fátima and Canas de Senhorim for July 1. Since the amendments to the general law on the establishment of municipalities had not yet been approved, both cases had to be 14 The national newspapers conveyed the idea that Fátima was consensual among all parties in Parliament, as it was an internationally famous Catholic shrine and counted on the political leverage of the Catholic Church. The Socialist Party and the President also favoured the establishment of Canas as a municipality (Jornal de Notícias, 2 July 2003). But according to the new bill, the localities of Esmoriz (proposed by PS), Tocha (proposed by CDS-PP) and Canas de Senhorim (proposed by PSD and BE) did not fulfil the requirements to become municipalities. The prospects of change in the national law led the Communist Party to propose another locality for municipality, Samora Correia, and PS and PSD followed suit with proposals to the same effect. of relief and satisfaction, now that they had achieved their goal, they swore repeatedly that the ould e e agai suffe o ake pe so al sa ifi es.
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In Canas de Senhorim the celebrations lasted for a week. On the day following the parliamentary vote, a local cultural association bought food and beverages that were freely given to all those who came to the town centre. The local choral group sang in all the cafés and bars, suspending momentarily the social and political differences that structure the everyday leisure spaces. In one of the days local women organised the festivities, followed on the next day by the men. The women's initiative was a challenge to male dominance and symbolised their autonomous capacity for action, which had been apparent in the role they had played in the local political struggle. Women thus affirmed their importance to the 17 The fact that the final vote on the amendments to the general law would take place only two days later, on July 3, clearly shows the inconsistency of the whole process involving these two bills. 18 Opinions were not unanimous among the socialist representatives, and since party discipline on voting was exerted, many of them made personal floor statements, including the socialist parliamentary leader (Público, 2 Jul , a ti le Nu o "á Lou e ço, Ne u i ipalities edu ed to Fáti a a d Ca as de "e ho i . 19 In 1998, when Odivelas, Vizela and Trofa became municipalities, many people from Canas de Senhorim demonstrated their disagreement in the galleries of Parliament and were removed by the police. In 2003, this low profile strategy was so entrenched, and consciously assumed, that the bill on the establishment of Canas de Senhorim as a municipality was not even included on the parliamentary agenda. 20 In the collective memory of all the protest actions undertaken by the Movement, hunger strikes stand as the most difficult, the most painful and the less effective, being perceived as offensive to personal dignity and humiliating as citizenship acts. Hunger strikes would be completely ruled out of the Movement's repertoire of protest actions. 21 This feeling of superiority in the confrontation with the established powers (which I witnessed from the time I began fieldwork, in 2000) would be seriously shaken in the events related to the shipment of depleted uranium in 2004, which I will describe in the next section of this article.
struggle, but also demanded that their social and political visibility and presence in the public sphere be maintained.
A communitarian and non-commodified logic prevailed during the festivities. It was a ludic and liminal way of reworking identities, of affirming community and equality. Old rivalries and enmities were momentarily forgotten, and even those who had been critical of the Movement or of its goals were accepted into the common fold. The celebrations affi ed the populatio s self-respect, the recognition of their existence and their worth, and the possibility of development for future generations. All media publicity, both positive a d egati e, a out the Mo e e t s st uggle o e the ea s had p ojected the locality onto the national political space, and offered to its inhabitants a basis to transcend their daily lives, a central feature in all personal and collective work of construction of identities.
This idea of a mythic community, ritualised in annual commemorations on August 2, with free distribution of food and beverages, is the main factor that explains the tenacity of the people and the long duration of their struggle.
In the meantime, in the national media, analysts and political comment ators were unanimous in denouncing the parliamentary process that had ended with the creation of the two new municipalities. They criticised Parliament for yielding to populist pressures, arguing that this would legitimise extreme or illegal acts in Portugal. They explicitly asked for a presidential veto, although at first there were no indications that this would happen. According to an article by journalist Alexandra Marques (Jornal de Notícias, 3
Jul
, sou es f o the P eside t s Offi e had suggested that the law might be sent to the Constitutional Court for review and returned to Parliament with a message from the President.
The opinions of political analysts and commentators reveal a narrow view of the democratic state, founded on rationality, deliberation and elitization of the political system.
Citizenship is reduced to acceptance of parliamentary decisions and of the logic of the political and party microcosm. 22 Analysts criticised the casuistic manner in which municipalities had been created, accused representatives of being uncritical and of pandering to popular wishes with an eye to future elections, and denounced the collaboration of left-wing parties in the voting in Parliament. The socialist Augusto Santos Silva, in his weekly column in the newspaper Público (July 5, 2003) , argued that the case of Ca as de "e ho i had sho the su ess of hat he i o i all alled a gau he e sio of politics. According to him, whenever groups are involved in struggles they should always get the support of the extreme left. The creation of municipalities thus overrides technical and administrative rationality, and depends only on the social capital of those who demand it.
A o di g to "a tos "il a, the oti g i Pa lia e t o e ed the idea that 'atio al, here a d o , is to fill a s ua e, to tea up ail oad t a ks, to ut off a oad.
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The commentaries of analysts, based on legalistic and technocratic arguments, reinforce the legitimacy of the political rules of the party-political and parliamentary microcosm, and disqualify local struggles and social and political conflicts that arise in the public sphere.
Politics is reduced to an inter-and intra-institutional game and to the rational application of the ules de ised the elites. But a e t p otests a sign that the political system actually works, as well as an indicator of the maturity of a democracy, as Jack Golsdtone states (2004)?
All the press articles that I analysed conveyed a decontextualized view of local demands, merely reproducing images and features derived from media reconstructions of the events.
They thus actively contributed towards producing and perpetuating the negative representation of protest actions. Labelling protests as populist or unrealistic, as Annie
Collovald (2005) argues, implies normalising and negatively including the dynamics of participatory citizenship in the public space (Collovald, 2005) .
On 31 July 2003, the President vetoed the new law on the creation of municipalities. 24 In his message to Parliament he stressed the danger of multiplying new demands with no rationality or logic, and emphasised the need of merging municipalities into more cohesive and viable administrative units. He also recommended that a white paper on municipalities be prepared, with clear guidelines for territorial planning in the country. 25 On the same day, the speaker of 23 Similar arguments can be seen in the columns of Henrique Monteiro, a well-known journalist, published in the national weekly Expresso (July 5, 2003) , and Vital Moreira, a Professor of Constitutional Law at the University of Coimbra, in Público (July 8, 2003) . 24 The veto was on the law approved on July 3, which defined the new criteria for the creation of municipalities, and not on the bills approved on July 1, pertaining to the specific cases of Fátima and Canas de Senhorim. In juridical terms, these bills had no legal basis after the presidential veto. 25 The fact that this recommendation was never taken up shows that political institutions and parties were unwilling to discuss such controversial issues.
PSD declared that his party accepted the decision of the President, thus announcing the end of a political process that have been so divisive for the national political elites. 
The news was received in Canas de
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In statements to the press, after the meeting with the Minister of the Environment, the
Mo e e t's leade st essed the Mi iste s p o ise to i itiate the e i o e tal requalification of the area and to attend to the labour problems of the miners. According to him, the solution for the issue of the establishment of the municipality rested entirely with the President, given that he had vetoed the bill.
In Canas, the people who had been involved in the protest against the uranium shipment read the episode in a very different manner. As the trucks departed, they had expressed was seen by many as an obstacle to the radicalisation of the local struggle. 27 The national press presented different interpretations of this episode. In the newspaper Jornal de Notícias No e e , , the headli e P otests a 't p e e t the ship e t of to s of u a iu suggested the powerlessness of the population. In contradistinction, the headline of the newspaper Público as Populatio of Ca as de "e ho i lo ked the ship e t of u a iu at ENU No e e , .
Because of these positions, the leader was compelled to carry out the rhetorical and practical work of symbolic reconstruction of the struggle, and this involved carefully separating the positions and actions of the government from those of the President. In the weekly meeting that preceded the second uranium shipment, faced with the radicalism of many of the participants, he called for dignified restraint and passive resistance based on non-violent actions.
On the date of the second shipment, 23 November 2004, the police apparatus in Canas was impressive. 28 The sale of depleted uranium by a Portuguese scientific institution assumed the status of an affair of State, and it was viewed as a test to the ability of the State to apply sovereign power and enforce the rule of law (Foucault, 1997) . This aspect of the issue was reinforced by the presence of a great number of local and national journalists from the press, the radio and the national TV networks. From early morning dozens of persons concentrated near the uranium company premises. Throughout the morning the Movement's leader talked to the demonstrators through an improvised sound system, and called for dignified, non-violent resistance, saying that he was waiting for an answer from the President.
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Around 12:15 the police opened the gates so that the trucks could leave. As people said, this time was strategically chosen by the police commander, since, given the traditional gender division of labour, women had returned home to prepare lunch for their families. As a form of resistance, the demonstrators sat down on the road. The police commander, enforcing the law and reinforcing the repressive role of the State, warned them that road blocks were a crime according to the Portuguese Criminal Code, and read aloud the relevant section of the law. 30 Afterwards, riot police began removing demonstrators from the road. It was a pure confrontation of bodies, as the police did not use any of its special equipment.
There were two types of confrontation: one of bodies disciplined and trained to enforce authority against male demonstrators accustomed to hard work, in a pure logic of masculinity and virility; the other, of policemen against women, many of them quite old, 28 In addition to hundreds of regular officers of the National Republican Guard, there were in the field K9 teams, mounted police and dozens of officers of the anti-riot Operational Battalion. 29 The radicalism of some of the demonstrators was apparent in one of the banners, which read "a paio="alaza , thus o pa i g the u e t P eside t ith the fas ist di tato "alaza . which emphasised the grotesque nature of the event and led to outbursts of emotion and violence.
After these confrontations, the police managed to elude demonstrators and to drive the trucks safely out of town. Enraged, dozens of demonstrators drove to the nearby railway and cut off all circulation. A regional train was stopped at the station, and throughout the afternoon there were violent clashes between the demonstrators and the police, who tried unsuccessfully to make the train advance. At dusk, police forces abandoned the site, and the demonstrators saw this as a victory over not only the police forces but also the State and political power. At an evening rally, which was broadcast live by some national TV channels, the Movement's leader blamed the President for the events of the day and appealed to the P eside t s o e pe ie e as a a ti-fascist student during the 1960s in Lisbon, thus making a deliberate analogy between the events in Canas and the fascist regime.
These events had extensive media coverage, and throughout the day there were many live TV reports from Canas. On the following day, national newspapers carried front-page headlines about the events, and all the articles conveyed a negative image of the Público, classifying the actions of the movement as blackmail on the President and urging him to publicly acknowledge the impossibility of Canas ever becoming an autonomous municipality (27 November).
the Movement defy democracy and are contrary to the rule of law. What happened today in Ca as de "e ho i is othi g o e tha a poli e ase.
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I a lea a , the P eside t s ad iso a ti ated the disti tio p oposed Ja ues As the day went by, the unrest and lack of coordination of the police forces were becoming visible. The goal of the police commander was to make the trucks leave before the hundreds of local men that worked outside Canas returned home. As the trucks started moving at 4:30 p.m., violent confrontations ensued between hundreds of demonstrators and the riot police. A woman was arrested and a few demonstrators were wounded. These events would be broadcast live by all national TV channels.
Taking the same critical stance as before, the national press emphasised the agonistic relationship between the authorities and the local population, viewing it as a simulacrum of a fight with several rounds. All the news reports celebrated the re-establishment of order and normalcy, and thus participated in the ideological work of devaluing the protest actions, which were labelled as idealistic.
As a consequence of these events, and following a request by the Attorney General, the police identified thirty people involved in the protests and summoned them to appear in In one of the weekly meetings of the Movement, it was established that all the legal fees, i ludi g the la e s, ould e paid ith o e aised a o g the populatio of Ca as, as a of sho i g the o u it s solida it ith the pe so s that had been indicted.
Conclusion
The process of democratic normalisation in Portugal has been grounded in a parliamentary consolidation of the rule of law, in an inexorable process of re-elitization of political life through representative democracy. The rhetoric of an European and modern Portugal participates in the constant work of construction of a selective collective memory and of wilful forgetting of a recent revolutionary past, slowly and systematically eroding the ideals of equality and popular participation.
The professionalization and the specialisation of political life reinforce the internal and self-centred dynamics of the political arena. This closed circle, this microcosm, legitimises itself through the technical-bureaucratic rationality of a project of modernisation whose centre is the production of a legal and political system that affirms order and the established hierarchies. This functioning of the political sphere projects itself onto, and is reproduced in, the media, where journalists, newspaper editors, columnists and political analysts, many of whom are parliamentary representatives, produce disqualifying discourses on popular protest actions in Portugal. Labels like populism, caciquism, caesarism, and so on, reshaped according to the requirements of the democratic game, imply irrational behaviours and underestimate the capacity for political subjectivation of common citizens, suppressing the concrete socio-political processes that explain certain actions or representations in the field of politics.
This point of view allows us to understand why political authorities and agents in Portugal have such extreme reactions when confronted with election boycotts, for instance. These boycotts bring common citizens into the political space and the public sphere, and allow them to affirm their citizenship and their right to participate in the political -often outside party politics -by using their voices and their bodies to disturb the myth of a conflict-free democracy. By suspending the principles of representative democracy, election boycotts compel us to reflect on the concept of citizenship and the rights and obligations that it entails. The disruption of the normal democratic game clearly points to the fictionality of the idea of a government of the people, by the people and for the people. Boycotts are extreme political acts that create opportunities for the critical construction of political subjects and for an analysis of the basic principles of democratic regimes.
The two episodes that I described in this article allow us to understand how Portuguese elites construct and legitimise, through a legalistic and technocratic vision, the powers that be. In this case study, the political and media elites were faced with a local popular movement with a long tradition of struggle and a repertoire of innovative and disruptive actions that targeted the national political institutions. The endurance of the local movement is explained by a proximity regime with civic relevance, based on a non-commodified social interaction that builds a mythic community of equals. This idea of equality is reinforced in the daily activities of the Movement, since the local elites do not participate in them. The strong politicisation and radicalisation of the Moveme t s e e s contrast with the institutional vision of the leader, who favours political negotiation, compromise and the purely political game.
The voting and vetoing of the bill that would establish Canas as a municipality were a direct consequence of the specific rules of the parliamentary game, of the tense relationship between the political institutions involved, and of the interests of political parties. As such, they show the reproduction logic of the political and institutional spheres in Portugal, and the way in which local demands can be used to perpetuate the established hierarchies and the status quo. The delicate political balance that is in place is not conducive to raising questions about the notion that local populations are too naive and irrational to decide about their own destinies, to participate in territorial planning options. The planning of the national territory belongs to specialists, and the rule of law in a democratic state ensures that the appropriate legal and technical mechanisms are fully applied.
The events connected to the shipping of depleted uranium show how the Portuguese State effectively uses its sovereign power. By enforcing the law and using physical violence, a simple financial operation was turned into an affair of State. The size of the police apparatus that was mobilised and the judicial indictment of many of the local inhabitants reveal the ways in which the State seeks to normalise the functioning of democratic institutions by removing from the public space the voices and bodies that engage in protest. As Jacques Rancière aptly noted, police action seeks to effect an adequate distribution of places and functions and to construct that which legitimises this hierarchical distribution.
The two episodes can be seen in light of this concept of the police. The national elites defined the political agenda and the relevant themes to be discussed, treating common citizens as mere consumers of policies, political discourses and measures. This was done by the combined action of three components: the law, which criminalises an ever greater number of actions in public space, defines strict territorial planning rules, and so on; the national media, which defines what is newsworthy and what should be made visible in the public sphere; and, finally, the security forces, which stand as the bedrock of the power of the State.
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